Camp sites vary in size and length. Site specific information can be found at www.CampSD.com
Below are the symbols found on the campground maps for the South Dakota state parks. Use this guide to identify the features found in each campground.

### Double-up Sites

- If two camping units share a site, each unit must pay the daily camping fee. A camping unit is a vehicle, motor home, camping bus, pull-type camper, tent or any other device designed for sleeping. Additional tents for a family (parent or grandparents and their unmarried minor children) are considered a single camping unit.

- Double-up camping at Angostura, Lewis & Clark and Palisades is allowed only on designated sites indicated on the maps.

- Double-ups at other parks may or may not be available on certain campsites due to shorter pad lengths or closeness of proximity to other sites. For specific campsite information, visit www.CampSD.com or contact the park directly.